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1. INTRODUCTION
This Design and Access Statement supports a planning application for the demolition
of existing 1 storey projection from east elevation and construction of a 3-storey side
extension and a roof extension at 428 Woolwich Road. Due to Covid-19 and its
impact on Hospitality Sector, we also seek approval for change of use from Hotel C1
to Sui Generis Use to accommodate 49 urban suites with shared amenities (high
quality HMO), retaining the existing Bar (A4) at ground floor level. The proposal will
create an attractive accommodation alternative for people who seek private
accommodation with level of service and on-site amenities.

The proposed extension and external alterations have already been approved by
Planning Permission Ref 18/2673/F. The design was then developed in close
consultation with the council’s conservation officer to ensure the highest quality
design standards are proposed. This planning submission retains all aspects of the
approved scheme in terms of exterior, massing scale and design, but it involves
internal rearrangement and use of the hotel areas as Sui Generis - shared living
accommodation. The Bar at ground floor has been retained. The drawings referred to
by this report (reflect the approved exterior established by Planning Permission Ref
18/2673/F.
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1. INTRODUCTION – ABOUT DANDI
Dandi www.dandi.com

Dandi OpCo

Dandi is an innovative, shared living accommodation development company with a

Dandi Operating Company (OpCo) was established by Dandi and the Founders of leading

distinctive, progressive, proactive and consumer-focused approach. As a family-owned

co-living operator in the US – Ollie – Andrew and Chris Bledsoe. The founders of Ollie

award winning business with over 35 years in London ‘s property market, we focus on

(www.ollie.co) joined Dandi in the UK and bring 10 years of valuable experience in managing

refinement of what it takes to deliver outstanding living experiences. Dandi’s

and operating co-living schemes in the US. The coliving schemes implemented and

multidisciplinary team takes care of every aspect of the fit out and delivery from our

managed include:

dedicated London workshop. We specialise in multifunctionality of space, in solutions

•

Carmel Place, Manhattan, NYC, USA

for confined environment and in making magical accessible to all.

•

Alta at Long Island, Queens, NYC, USA

Our completed schemes include:

•

Baumhaus, Pittsburgh, USA; Newark, USA etc

•

100 units at Sovereign Court, Hounslow,

All our management and central support staff have a proven record in the hands-on

•

51 units at Riverside Studios in Enfield,

management of accommodation operations and are able to intelligently, confidently and

•

serviced apartments in Shepherds Bush,

effectively support our on-site management teams and the interfaces with other key

•

residential schemes in Notting Hill, Kensington, Hampstead, Marble Arch etc

stakeholders. We employ a good neighbour policy and welcome input from local residents
and businesses regarding our residents and management of our properties. We aim to

Our latest scheme with shared amenities – Dandi Wembley - in partnership with British

encourage a safe and caring environment for residents and staff that works in harmony

Airways Pension Fund delivers 368 dandi suites with 2 top floors of amenities is in far

with the local community. The proposed development at The Antigallican will be under single

progress on site in Wembley.

management of Dandi OpCo.
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1. INTRODUCTION – ABOUT DANDI
Locations:

York House, Wembley London, 368 dandi suites with shared
amenities, UK
Partnership with British Airways

Carmel Place, Manhattan New York City, USA
Grant received from Mayor of NYC
North Hollywood, LA, USA

97 units in Hounslow, London, UK

Alta, Long Island Queens, NYC, USA
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2. SITE AND LOCATION
The application site comprises a ground floor bar and hotel accommodation on
ground and upper floors. The existing building features existing basement used
for general storage and building services. At ground floor, the Bar, with function
room to the rear, faces onto Woolwich Road at the front (to the North), and to
Charlton Church Lane which forms the west boundary of the site. Also, at ground
floor are a number of hotel rooms within the existing single storey extensions
close to the east boundary of the site. The upper floors contain further hotel
accommodation, with a mixture of ensuite and shared facilities provided. The
existing site features central service yard.

The existing building is not statutorily listed, nor is it within a conservation area.
However, the building is of an ornate and interesting design that, with the
significant investment that would be facilitated by this development, can become
an important landmark building.
The proposed extension and external alterations have already been approved by
Planning Permission Ref 18/2673/F. The design was then developed in close
consultation with the council’s conservation officer to ensure the highest quality design
standards are proposed..
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2. SITE AND LOCATION
There is no on-site amenity area or car parking in connection with the
existing use. Parking in the locality is largely restricted by way of yellow lines
and/or parking permit schemes. There is no dedicated cycle storage and bins are
currently left at the front of the building facing Woolwich Road.

The application site is at the junction between Charlton Church Lane and
Woolwich Road, a very busy arterial road running east/west. This is a major traffic
light-controlled junction with heavy flows of traffic at all times of day and night,
with several bus routes operating.
To the south side of Woolwich Road, land-use around the application premises is
generally residential, with Charlton Athletic football ground located a couple of
hundred metres to the south- east of the application site. The residential dwellings
immediately adjoining to the east, and within the Barney Close development,
include dwellings that adjoin the eastern boundary of the site and also front onto
Woolwich Road. These include flatted and terraced properties. The buildings
immediately adjoining to the east are three storeys in height. To the rear of these
flatted units are two-storey dwellings.

Figure 2: Location plan showing the applications site’s location at the corner of Charlton
Church Lane and Woolwich Road.
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2. SITE AND LOCATION
To the north side of Woolwich Road land is given over to commercial and
industrial use. The area to the north is a key employment/development locality.
Immediately to the south of the application site is a car parking area for residents
of Barney Close.

The ground level is broadly flat on the east/west axis, however the ground slopes
downward moderately towards Woolwich Road from the south.

The site has excellent links to public transport, including Charlton mainline
railway station circa 100m to the south, and various bus stops nearby.
Consequently, the site is defined as having a high level of accessibility to public
transport. It is identified as having a ‘PTAL 5’ accessibility rating, the third-highest
out of nine levels.

Figure 3: The site is located in PTAL zone 5.
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3. THE PROPOSAL

versus Approved Scheme Planning Ref 18/2673

3.1 Summary
This application seeks planning permission for extension and refurbishment of the
existing building along with proposed change of use from Hotel C1 to shared living
accommodation (Sui Generis) whilst retaining the existing Bar at Ground Floor Level.
The proposal maintains the scale, massing, overall exterior design as approved by
planning permission Ref 18/2673/F.
The proposed exterior alterations, proposed extension and detailing are identical to
Approved North Elevation Ref 18/2673
the scheme approved by planning permission Ref 18/2673/F.
The difference between the approved scheme and the approved scheme are listed
below:
Hotel use C1 to be changed to Sui Generis accommodation with on site amenities and
services. The approved extended scheme featured 60 hotel units with no on site
amenities. The proposed scheme features 49 suites, each with private en suite shower
room and minimum cooking facility along with large shared fully fitted kitchens. The
proposal also includes large residents’ lounge, coworking and games area and
welcoming reception with 24/7 presence of on site staff.

Proposed North Elevation – no changes from approved Ref 18/2673
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3. THE PROPOSAL

versus Approved Scheme Planning Ref 18/2673

Approved West Elevation Ref 18/2673

Approved North Elevation Ref 18/2673

Proposed West Elevation – no changes from approved Ref 18/2673

Proposed North Elevation – no changes from approved Ref 18/2673
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3. THE PROPOSAL

versus Approved Scheme Planning Ref 18/2673

EXISTING

APPROVED REF 18/2673/F

THIS APPLICATION

Bar, Use Class A4

Bar, Use Class A4 retained

AS APPROVED Bar, Use Class A4 retained, as approved

Hotel accommodation C1
22 rooms, with shared bathrooms

Hotel accommodation C1 use retained and extended:
60 rooms, with private en suites, no amenity on site, no
cycle store

Hotel Use C1 to be changed to 49 urban suites with
shared amenities (high quality HMO) with services on site

Part 1 part 3 storey building with basement

Side and upward extension, refurbishment – new third
floor set away from perimeter

AS APPROVED Side and upward extension, refurbishment
– new third floor set away from perimeter as approved
by 18/2673/F

Staff on site:
Bar: 2
Hotel: 1+1

Staff on site:
Bar: 2
Hotel: 2+2

IMPROVED: Staff on site:
Bar: 2+2
Hotel: 2+2

Car parking: None

Car parking: None

AS APPROVED Car parking: None

Cycle store: None

Cycle store: Cycle storage in basement.

IMPROVED: Cycle store: Dedicated cycle storage
provided on ground floor for residents and staff

Waste Recycling Store: bins stored on street outside of
the building

Waste Recycling Store: dedicated storage proposed at
ground floor at the back of the building, 15m puling
distance

IMPROVED: Waste Recycling Store: dedicated storage
proposed at ground floor at the back of the building,
below 10m pulling distance

Amenities on site: None

Amenities on site: Reception/ seating Area

IMPROVED: Amenities on site: Welcoming Reception/
seating Area
Lounge with coworking
Games area
Large fully fitted kitchens

Accessibility for wheelchair users: Non compliant

Accessibility for wheelchair users: compliant
10% of rooms accessible to wheelchair users

AS APPROVED Accessibility for wheelchair users:
compliant. 10% of rooms accessible to wheelchair users
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3. THE PROPOSAL
3.2 Building organisation
The extended basement will be utilised for new plant
area, general storage and laundry. Proposed Secure

Level

Existing GIA

Approved GIA
Ref 18/2673/F

waste and recycling store is located at ground floor with
side access externally to the east of the plot. Proposed

Approved change
in GIA
Ref 18/2673/F

Proposed GIA

Proposed GIA

This application

Difference from
Approved scheme

Basement

169m2

169m2

0m2

169m2

AS APPROVED BY
18/2673/F

Ground

385m2

441m2

56m2

441m2

AS APPROVED BY
18/2673/F

First

229m2

367m2

138m2

367m2

AS APPROVED BY
18/2673/F

Second

167m2

367m2

200m2

367m2

AS APPROVED BY
18/2673/F

Roof / Third

0m2

282m2

282m2

282m2

AS APPROVED BY
18/2673/F

Total

950m2

1626m2

676m2

1626m2

AS APPROVED BY
18/2673/F

Secure cycle storage is located at ground floor with side
access externally to the east of the plot. The retained Bar
(A4) at ground floor level will be refurbished. The existing
single storey to the east boundary, and the two storeys
to the south, which form an enclosure to a ‘courtyard’
space, and presently providing hotel rooms, will be
demolished to make way for a new three-storey
extension to the main building, running north to south.
The works will include installation of new lift. Staff areas
and manager’s office are located at ground floor level
with staff WCs and shower in the basement.
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3. THE PROPOSAL
The additional floor (new third floor) will be formed within a lightweight contemporary
extension to the building which has been set back some 2m, as approved, to ensure that
the new level does not dominate the original building.
This new build extension will ensure consistency in floor levels, between new and existing,
with access provided by a new shared fire compliant central staircase and accessible
passenger lift.
Overall, the resultant building would be broadly square in footprint and three stories in
height with roof level accommodation. The only single storey element will be restricted to
the footprint of the former function room, to the south west of the site.

There are very slight alterations to fenestration on the east elevation in order to reflect the
adaptation of internal layout and integration of dedicated cycle storage at ground floor
level. The detailing, proportions and alignment of apertures and material selection
however remains the same as approved.
Car parking
As with the existing use, no on-site car parking is provided, having regard to the
widespread availability of public transport options close to the site.
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3. THE PROPOSAL
3.3 Form and appearance
The proposal endeavours to present a consolidated development which

Further relationships are drawn through the incorporation of textured brick bands in the

promotes the retained, more decorative portion of the existing built asset, as the

new facades which continue the notion of horizontal banding witnessed in the existing

focus of the development with the new elements of the scheme taking a

elevations.

subservient position in the final built composition.

The proposal’s architectural offer is enriched through the ‘mirroring’ of the existing

The architectural balance between old and new has been arrived at through
several design iterations which have been jointly considered by the LPA and the
applicant in our previous, approved application. The approved design solution
reflects a proposed sensitive, balanced architectural approach.

façade onto Woolwich Road, in order that the hotel entrance becomes a central. Whilst
some may say that this will obscure the division between new and old it will add
prominence to the hotel entrance, and reflect the elevation facing Charlton Church Lane.
Alternative more contemporary solutions were considered for this façade but it is clear
that this replicative approach does seem to offer the most appropriate ‘visual solution’ to

The proposed elevations have been based on the rhythms and architectural

this area of the building proposal.

hierarchies found in the facades of the original building. The overall aperture sizes
of the existing windows have been carried through into the new building in the

A palette of similar materials (used in a contemporary way) would ensure that the

same vertical hierarchy in order to establish a sense of harmony across the

building and extension continues to have a high-quality appearance, and this could be

development. The new 4 pane windows continue the transom position as those in

secured by way of planning condition. Indicative materials are listed on the application

the existing windows to further reinforce this positive relationship.

drawings and in the images on next page.
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Proposed façade materials:
New Brickwork: (as approved Ref 18/2673/F)
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Proposed façade materials:
Structural glazing: (as approved Ref 18/2673/F)

Example anodized casement windows with anodised aluminium jamb cowls and good
depth of reveal: (as approved Ref 18/2673/F)
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4. SCALE AND DESIGN
The new development would result in a significantly larger building at this

As per the current approved scheme, the roof structure will be designed to be

site. However, the overall footprint would not change and instead there

subordinate to the vertical faces of the building, being set back behind highly

would be vertical development of the site. This of course makes more

detailed parapet walls. Whilst there will be an area of flat roof to ensure the existing

efficient use of existing urban land, reducing the pressure to build upon

building height is not exceeded, this would not be evident to any passerby and, in

greenfield sites.

also still be in keeping with this type of Regency style design.

Nonetheless, despite the larger overall bulk of built form, it is considered
that the resultant building would not be out of keeping with the character of
the locality. More generally, by facilitating significant investment at the site, it
would result overall in a much improved appearance to built form at this
landmark site.

Policy DH1 Design states that new development must be of a “high quality of design
and to demonstrate that they positively contribute to the improvement of both the built
and natural environments”.
We have demonstrated that the design is high quality and results in a considered overall
scheme, which embraces the historical elements of the existing building, and
incorporates these features into the new extension. This also reflects the design of the

We have set out in preceding paragraphs the design philosophy chosen to
ensure that a high quality development arises. In terms of scale, there are
three-storey buildings adjoining to the east and the facade extensions would
be the same height as the main part of that adjoining dwelling. The
additional floor of accommodation would be set within a new roof structure,
which itself would not be any higher than the current highest roof point.

elevation facing onto Charlton Church Lane more closely.
The proposals also meet the requirement to improve the built environment by
removing the very unsightly and unsympathetic 'functional' single storey extensions
and buildings adjacent to the south and east boundary of the site. There is an
unsightly bin storage area on the prominent Woolwich Road frontage which would
of course be removed by this development, and re-housed to the rear of the site
within the building itself.
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4. SCALE AND DESIGN

5. SUNLIGHT AND DAYLIGHT
CONSIDERATIONS

With regard to clause (ii) of this policy, the proposals clearly provide a “site-specific
design solution”. It will also provide an accessible and inclusive environment; with

Policy DH(b) Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers: does not cause an

wheelchair access throughout and adequately sized rooms.

unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers by reducing the amount of daylight,
sunlight or privacy they enjoy.
Recognizing that the impact on the amenities of adjoining occupiers is a significant
material consideration, the applicant commissioned a detailed sunlight and daylight
report which is submitted as part of this application.
The report concludes :- “On balance, it can be concluded that the surrounding building
located at 11-13 Barney Close and at 2 Charlton Church Lane will not be adversely
impacted by the proposed development.”
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6. SUSTAINABILITY

7. NOISE

The ability to make this development truly sustainable is limited by the fact that it

A detailed noise assessment is submitted as part of this application and concludes: -

is an extension and not new build, and the aesthetic will need to replicate a

The key conclusion was that “An environmental noise survey has been undertaken at

building of historic appearance. The new build and refurbishment will seek to

428 Woolwich Road, London in order to assess noise levels in the area of the proposed

address sustainability issues by virtue of selecting building materials from the

development. Measured noise levels allowed the proposal of a robust glazing

'Green Building Register', and these to be locally sourced, wherever and whenever

specification which would provide internal noise levels for all residential environments of

possible. In accordance with current building regulations and the need to

the development commensurate to the recommendations of BS8233:2014. No further

undertake consequential improvements, the building fabric, and installed services

mitigation measures should be required in order to protect the proposed residential

will also be upgraded and specified to be more energy & thermally efficient and to

properties from external noise intrusion.”

comply with current legislation.

An Energy report is submitted as part of this application. The report notes that the
scheme introduces a combination of better insulation to the existing building, high
levels of insulation to the new build, and the introduction of on-site energy
generation by means of air source heat pumps.
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8. FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT

9. ON SITE PARKING

Policy E2 Flood Risk Para 4.6.22 states that Flood resistant development should

The site is located in PTAL zone 5 and in close proximity to both bus routes and

aim to reduce the exposure of new development to flooding and reduce the

railways therefore no additional car parking will be provided as part of this

reliance on long-term maintenance of built flood defenses. The site is within an

proposal. A modicum of cycle parking is proposed in the basement of the building.

area identified as being at risk of flooding, and therefore a flood risk assessment

It is envisaged that this will be used by staff in the main.

accompanies this application. Please note that the flood mitigation measures
proposed in the FRA have been jointly agreed with the Environmental Agency
during consultation in January 2019 and incorporated in the proposed
design. The front part of the site is identified as being within flood zone 3. An
extract from the Environment Agency flood zone map is shown below:
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10. PROPOSED SUI GENERIS
ACCOMMODATION
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RESIDENTS’ EXPERIENCE
Dandi Shared living offers a home. Dandi’s home consists of :

Private Accommodation

+

Amenities

+

Services/ Events
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PRIVATE SUITE:
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PRIVATE ACCOMMODATION

Private Accommodation Offering:
The proposed shared living Suites at The Antigallican will offer high quality fully
furnished dynamic home. Each shared living Suite features:

• Fully furnished space which revolves around one’s
needs
• Kitchenette
• En suite Shower Room
• Built in wardrobes and storage with dividers
• Magnetic wall panels for personalisation
• Full height mirror
• High-speed WI-FI
• TV, Cable TV
• Phone line
• In room Safe
• Waste Bin, Recycling Bin
• Window blinds
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TYPICAL SUITE
Dandi Private suites feature dynamic furniture and fit out elements which enable the space to revolve around one’s needs. The space can transform from study to a
bedroom or living space or dining within seconds. Dandi’s liftbed manually lifts to high level and releases space for other activities.

LIFT BED
Dandi’s bed rises from low level to high level and features dimmable diffused light
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TYPICAL SUITE

AMPLE STORAGE
built in robes and storage, variety of store dividers, clothes rails shelves – modular system allows resident to chose adequate type of storage to suite their needs
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TYPICAL SUITE

EN SUITE SHOWER ROOM
Sliding glass door with glass partition – crittall effect, shower, WC, basin, vanity
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TYPICAL SUITE

KITCHENETTE WITH EXTENDABLE WORKTOP (PULL OUT BAR)
Concealed behind bifolding doors, kitchenette features induction duo hob, small sink, recycling bin, undercounter fridge and combi oven.
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TYPICAL SUITE

FOLDING DESK-CONSOLE

MODULAR SEATS CAN BE STOVED IN SPACE UNDER ROBES

POUFF SEATS

MIRROR SHELF BY ENTRANCE DOOR

FURTHER FEATURES OF DANDI SUITE
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TYPICAL SUITE

MAGNETIC PANELS/ GLASS SCREENS (post it notes)
Personalisation
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TYPICAL SUITE

20-24sqm

Dandi private suite is fully furnished and it features dynamic furniture. The space revolves around one’s needs and it can transform from study/ living room
to a bedroom or dining room within seconds.

TV UNIT

DESK

BED

IN BEDROOM MODE
DANDI BED IS
LOWERED DOWN

KITCHENETTE

SHELVES AT H/LT

EN SUITE
SHOWER/ WC

FULL HEIGHT MIRROR
SEAT AND H/L SHELF

STUDY/ WORKING FROM HOME MODE

WORKING AT NIGHT MODE
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TYPICAL SUITE

20-24sqm

Dandi private suite is fully furnished and it features dynamic furniture. The space revolves around one’s needs and it can transform from study/ living room
to a bedroom or dining room within seconds.

IN BEDROOM MODE
DANDI BED LOWERED
DOWN

BED

TV

MODULARSEATS
MERGED
TO A SOFA

SHELVES AT H/LT
CONSOLE TABLE

KITCHENETTE

EN SUITE
SHOWER/ WC

FULL HEIGHT MIRROR
SEAT AND H/L SHELF

BEDROOM MODE

LIVING ROOM MODE/ TV
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TYPICAL SUITE

20-24sqm

Dandi private suite is fully furnished and it features dynamic furniture. The space revolves around one’s needs and it can transform from study/ living room
to a bedroom or dining room within seconds.

CONSOLE TABLE
UNFOLDS TO A
DINING DESK OR A
STUDY DESK

MODULARSEATS
MERGED
TO A SOFA

KITCHENETTE

SHELVES AT H/LT

EN SUITE
SHOWER/ WC

FULL HEIGHT MIRROR
SEAT AND H/L SHELF

DINING MODE

ENTERTAINING MODE/ HAVING FRIENDS OVER
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AMENITIES
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AMENITIES
Coworking for Residents at The Antigallican
Dandi scheme at The Antigallican provides coworking space with lounge at Ground

The coworking space offers individual seats/ soft seating/ high level seating and

Floor level. The coworking space is available to residents 24/7 and its access is

more private booths. The space is equipped with office technology, printers,

included in the rent. Both coworking and shared living areas are to be managed under

scanners, copiers. Vending area is adjacent to the proposed coworking and it offers

the same single management company. The space is maintained and cleaned on daily

hot and cold beverages as well as fresh and healthy snack 24/7.

basis by on site team.
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AMENITIES
COWORKING for Residents at The Antigallican:

Dandi’s Coworking is not only about the physical place, but about establishing a community. Our coworking
areas offer a variety of spaces from lounge seating, shared desk to individual / private offices and meeting
rooms. Conference rooms are equipped with video conferencing technology. All areas are covered by high
speed WIFI.
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AMENITIES
COMMUNAL KITCHENS
Range of Communal kitchens and dining amenities are proposed on every floor level. All shared kitchens are fully fitted, The ‘master chef’ style kitchens with both bar and standard dining desk seating where
people can socialise whilst preparing a meal and dining. The access is 24/7 to residents and is included in the rent. The kitchens are fully fitted with full range of cooking appliances and furnished with
kitchen utensils. Shared kitchens feature recycling waste managed by Cleaning Staff. The shared amenities are cleaned daily by on-site cleaners.
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AMENITIES
GAMES ROOM/ LOUNGE/ STUDY
The residents-only Games Area is located at ground floor level. The space is laid out and designed to encourage socialising and networking amongst residents. The area is fitted with indoor games,
a large smart TV and faux fireplace. Access will be 24/7.

INDOOR GAMES

PAPERS / MAGAZINES

BAR

LOUNGE

PERFORMANCE

CAFE

STUDY
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11. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed exterior changes are in line with the approved scheme 18/2673/F. The
change of use would make an important contribution towards the supply of
alternative accommodation. The implemented development would result in significant
investment and conservation of a landmark building worthy of preservation, which
unfortunately has suffered from a lack of care and attention over the years. The
extension and alterations to this building are well designed and have careful regard to
the architecture of the existing property. The exterior design proposals had been
developed in close consultation with officers and reflect an agreed design position.

As indicated in all of the supporting evidence submitted with this application, there
would be no adverse impacts arising from the development, including impact on
neighbours, flood risk and environmental protection in particular.

It is considered that on balance the proposal will contribute positively to the
economy and vibrancy of local area without detriment to the surrounding
townscape and amenity currently enjoyed by surrounding residents.
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